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Abstract

Several software clustering algorithms have been pro-
posed in the literature, each with its own strengths and
weaknesses. Most of these algorithms have been applied
to particular software systems with considerable success.
However, the question of how to select a software clustering
algorithm that is best suited for a specific software system
remains unanswered.

In this paper, we introduce a method for the selection
of a software clustering algorithm for specific needs. The
proposed method is based on a newly introduced formal de-
scription template for software clustering algorithms. Us-
ing the same template, we also introduce a method for soft-
ware clustering algorithm improvement.

1 Introduction

Software clustering is a research area that has been de-
veloping for a long time. Many different software cluster-
ing algorithms have been developed. In this paper, we focus
only on software clustering algorithms that gather software
components into subsystems that are important to someone
attempting to understand the software system. The output
of such a software clustering algorithm is called a decom-
position of the software system.

Since software clustering algorithms are often heuristic,
the quality of the produced decomposition maybe be de-
pendent on whether the software system was a good match
for the heuristic. Although the selection of a software clus-
tering algorithm plays a key role for the construction of a
meaningful decomposition, there are no guidelines on how
to select an appropriate algorithm. This paper introduces
such a method for algorithm selection.

Furthermore, we introduce a method for the improve-
ment of existing software algorithms. Our approach allows
the evaluation of the new algorithm in earlier stages before
it is fully implemented and finalized.

Our final contribution is the development of a formal de-
scription template that allows to formally specify a software
clustering methodology. The adoption of the template by
software clustering researchers should lead to better com-
munication in this research field and the development of
more effective software clustering approaches.

Our discussion will be based on two well-known software
clustering algorithms:

• ACDC. This is a pattern-based software clustering
algorithm that attempts to recover subsystems com-
monly found in manually-created decompositions of
large software systems [9].

• Bunch. This is a suite of algorithms that attempt to
find a decomposition that optimizes a quality measure
based on high-cohesion, low-coupling [4].

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the formal description template as well as
the two methods for algorithm selection and algorithm im-
provement. Discussion on the benefits of the methods pre-
sented takes place in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes
the paper.

2 Describing software clustering algorithms

Part of the difficulty in comparatively evaluating soft-
ware clustering algorithms stems from the fact that each
algorithm makes a different set of assumptions about the
task at hand, such as requiring different types of informa-
tion as input. Since there is no established standard for the
description of a new software clustering algorithm, it is hard
to gauge the relative merits of different approaches.

In this section, we propose a consistent format for the de-
scription of software clustering algorithms, not unlike the
one used for design patterns [1]. In Sections 2.1 and 2.2
respectively, we use the terminology introduced here to de-
velop methods for the selection of appropriate algorithms,
as well as the improvement of existing algorithms.



The template for the description format is as follows:

• Algorithm Name. While a descriptive name is prefer-
able, algorithm naming is entirely up to the algorithm
developer.

• Algorithm Intent . A description of the goals behind
this software clustering algorithm. Examples of such
goals include:

– To decompose a software system into subsystems

– To recover the architecture of a software system

– To discover possible ways to restructure the soft-
ware

Explicitly stating algorithm intent can simplify select-
ing a software clustering algorithm for reverse engi-
neers, as well as understanding a clustering algorithm
for software clustering researchers.

• Factbase properties. A description of the input that
the software clustering algorithm expects (an algo-
rithm’s input is often called a factbase since it con-
tains facts extracted from the software system). For
example, software clustering algorithms often expect
that the factbase includes only dependencies between
modules [8, 9, 4, 3].

• Clustering objective. A description of the ideal output
of the software clustering algorithm. Based on experi-
ence or heuristics, the designer of the algorithm de-
cides what a meaningful decomposition of a software
system should look like. For example, Schwanke [7]
concluded that a software decomposition with maxi-
mum cohesion and minimum coupling is important for
software maintainers.

• Process Description. A brief description of the main
idea behind the algorithm’s implementation. For ex-
ample: “ACDC creates clusters by detecting estab-
lished subsystem patterns in the given software sys-
tem. Software entities that are not clustered this way
are assigned to the subsystem that depends the most on
them”.

• Decomposition Properties. A description of the prop-
erties of the decompositions that the software cluster-
ing algorithm creates. These properties are either a
direct result of the clustering objective (e.g. Bunch
creates decompositions whose value of the objective
function is higher than that for other algorithms [4])
or an artifact of the algorithm’s implementation (e.g.
Bunch creates decompositions that are more balanced
than most algorithms [11]).

• Algorithm Restrictions . Since software clustering al-
gorithms are heuristic algorithms, their performance
may depend on the type of software system being clus-
tered. Such dependencies need to be documented here.
For example, Bunch may not be well-suited for event-
driven systems [6].

• Failed assumptions. A description of ideas that
did not work very well while developing the algo-
rithm. This information is often omitted in publica-
tions but could be invaluable to the software clustering
researcher.

• Detailed algorithm description. The nuts and bolts
of the algorithm’s implementation are presented here.
This will often be the only section of significant length
in an algorithm description.

2.1 Algorithm Selection

In this section, we present a method that utilizes the no-
tions of decomposition properties and algorithm restrictions
introduced above in order to allow a reverse engineer to se-
lect an appropriate clustering algorithm for a given software
system (or conversely to reject an algorithm that is not well
suited for the task).

The proposed algorithm selection method has three
stages:

1. Construct prototype decomposition. A prototype
decomposition is a crude, high-level decomposition
of the software system that can be constructed with
a small amount of effort utilizing expert knowledge,
existing documentation, and the reverse engineer’s ex-
perience. It only needs to describe the top level sub-
systems in the software system, i.e. nested subsystems
or dependencies between subsystems are not required.
Several efficient methods for the construction of such
a view have been presented in the literature [5].

The purpose of the prototype decomposition is to stand
in as a model for an authoritative decomposition. It
will be used to verify the usability and applicability
of decompositions created by the candidate software
clustering algorithms.

2. Apply algorithm restrictions . The formal description
of any candidate software clustering algorithm will
contain a number of algorithm restrictions. If the given
software system or its prototype decomposition match
any of these restrictions, then the algorithm is rejected.

3. Match decomposition properties. A candidate soft-
ware clustering algorithm is selected if the prototype
decomposition can be produced by the algorithm. This



means that the decomposition properties of the candi-
date algorithm must be consistent with the prototype
decomposition, something that is usually easy to ver-
ify, either manually or with the help of existing tools.
The reverse engineer needs to decide what level of dis-
crepancy is too high for the algorithm to be selected.

Many software clustering algorithms have configuration
parameters that need to be calibrated once an algorithm has
been selected. The proposed method can help with this task
as well. The reverse engineer can measure the effect that
changes to the configuration parameters have on the afore-
mentioned discrepancy between the decomposition proper-
ties of the candidate algorithm and the prototype decompo-
sition. Parameter values that minimize this discrepancy can
be utilized for the clustering task.

2.2 Algorithm Improvement

Software clustering researchers strive to improve the ef-
fectiveness of their algorithms, either by conceiving new
clustering objectives, or by improving the process that at-
tempts to realize existing objectives. A typical researcher
work flow is shown below:

1. Design a new clustering objective or a new clustering
process.

2. Implement the new approach.

3. Apply the new approach to a reference system with an
existing authoritative decomposition.

4. Compare the produced decomposition to the authorita-
tive decomposition.

5. Repeat from step 1 until satisfactory results are ob-
tained.

The main drawback of the above work flow is that an
implementation is required before the new approach can
be evaluated. However, the logic of a software clustering
algorithm is usually complicated. As a result, the imple-
mentation phase often requires a large time investment. It
would be beneficial if new clustering ideas could be evalu-
ated without a time consuming implementation. In the fol-
lowing, we present a new work flow that allows for an early
evaluation of clustering ideas.

The proposed work flow has eight stages:

1. Idea conception.

Based on her experience and domain knowledge, a
software clustering researcher can conceive of novel
clustering objectives, decomposition properties, or
factbase properties that could help improve the effec-
tiveness of existing software clustering algorithms.

2. Reference system selection.

The reference software systems will be used to verify
the feasibility of the new clustering idea. Their selec-
tion depends on the research goal. When the goal is
to evaluate a new clustering objective, various types of
software systems should be selected as reference sys-
tems. When the goal is to evaluate new approaches to
achieve existing clustering objectives, then the authori-
tative decomposition of the selected reference systems
has to comply with the stated clustering objective.

3. Authoritative decomposition construction.

If an authoritative decomposition exists for a reference
system, then it can be used directly. Otherwise, a pro-
totype decomposition needs to be constructed as ex-
plained in Section 2.1.

4. Idea verification.

The purpose of this stage is to determine whether the
authoritative decompositions of the selected reference
systems have properties that reflect the clustering idea
being considered. This can be done either manually
or by developing a verification application. In either
case, the amount of time required for this stage should
be significantly less than fully implementing and test-
ing the clustering idea. As a result, a researcher can
evaluate the feasibility of the new clustering idea much
earlier.

5. Verification result analysis.

If the verification stage determined that the reference
systems are compatible with the clustering idea, then
the full implementation of the idea can commence in
the next stage. However, if an incompatibility was de-
tected, then one of the following two actions should be
taken:

(a) A new set of reference systems is selected and the
verification process repeated. If successful, then
implementation can begin, but the approach’s fi-
nal documentation will need to include an algo-
rithm restriction documenting the fact that this
approach is not appropriate for all software sys-
tems.

(b) The new clustering idea is rejected. In this case,
the Failed assumptions section of the approach’s
documentation needs to include this negative re-
sult.

6. Algorithm implementation .

The full implementation of the new clustering idea
takes place during this stage.



7. Algorithm evaluation .

The effectiveness of the new clustering idea can be
evaluated by comparing its results to the results of ex-
isting approaches by using established evaluation crite-
ria, such as MoJo [10] or the Koschke-Eisenbarth mea-
sure [2].

8. Final documentation.

The last stage of our proposed work flow requires that
a formal description of the new clustering approach is
created following the description template presented in
Section 2. This way the software clustering research
community can be made aware of all results, both pos-
itive and negative, obtained during this process.

3 Discussion

In this section, we outline some of the advantages of us-
ing the formal description template as well as the algorithm
selection and improvement methods presented in this paper.

Selecting strategies for algorithm improvement Sup-
pose that a researcher is interested in improving her soft-
ware clustering algorithm but is unsure how to proceed, i.e.
which aspect of the algorithm to optimize. The researcher
should select different types of software systems with au-
thoritative decompositions that were created based on the
current clustering objective. If the decomposition proper-
ties of the algorithm are not found in the authoritative de-
compositions, then effort must be spent to improve aspects
of the algorithm that are responsible for the decomposition
properties.

Mixing algorithms The decomposition of a software
clustering algorithm into clustering objectives, factbase
properties and decomposition properties gives researchers
the freedom to mix such elements from different algorithms.
When a software clustering algorithm is considered for im-
provement it can possibly address some of its weaknesses
by borrowing strong elements from other algorithms (it can
also avoid pitfalls by studying failed assumptions of other
algorithms).

Evaluating software clustering without authoritative de-
compositions Almost all clustering evaluation methods in
the literature require an authoritative decomposition. Inits
absence, evaluating clustering results is practically impos-
sible, partly because it is hard to identify what the correct
decomposition for a given clustering objective is. When ev-
ery software clustering algorithm will have a more formal

definition of the decomposition properties it aims to pro-
duce, it will be easier to develop methods to compare al-
gorithms. For instance, algorithms that construct software
decomposition based on the principle of high cohesion and
low coupling can be compared by measuring how well they
comply to that principle.

Verification of implementation After a software cluster-
ing algorithm is implemented, it has to be tested. The test-
ing of a software clustering algorithm is difficult because
it is often hard to know whether an unsuccessful result is
due to an implementation bug or to an inappropriate clus-
tering objective. When decomposition properties have been
identified, then a researcher has new tools to verify the im-
plementation of a software clustering algorithm. When the
produced decomposition does not comply with the decom-
position properties, that indicates a bug in the implementa-
tion.

Development of new types of software decompositions
The formal description template introduced in this paper
allows for the separation between developing a new type
of software decomposition and developing a software clus-
tering algorithm that produces such a decomposition. This
separation may encourage other members of the reverse en-
gineering community to develop new types of software de-
composition without being experts on software clustering.
This has the potential to introduce fresh ideas into this re-
search field.

Shared failed assumptions Most of the publications
on software clustering algorithm describe success stories.
However, there are often many failures that are left undoc-
umented since they did not lead to successful results. This
knowledge could be very useful to other researchers. We
hope that the “failed assumptions” section in the formal de-
scription template will encourage the sharing of such infor-
mation.

4 Conclusions

This paper presented a formal description template for
software clustering algorithms. Using this template, we in-
troduced and discussed two methods for algorithm selection
and algorithm improvement.
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